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Is the sentence that the Islam is a peaceful religion only a
bad joke?
Some claim that Islam is a religion of peace, and the jihadists are just wacky fringe groups. Extremists
precisely. This especially in the West cherished by non-Muslims was wishful thinking now, corrected by
Abdul Rahman Al-Sudais, the imam and Quran… Mehr anzeigen

My Opinion - nothing but my opinion - Some claim that Islam is a religion of peace, and the
jihadists are just wacky fringe groups. Extremists precisely. This especially in the West cherished…
by non-Muslims was wishful thinking now, corrected by Abdul...
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Zaheer Mirza Hi Rudolf Faix ... thank you for posting this ... I urge calm discussion in this ...
those who agree give reasons rather than be swayed by emotions ... and those that disagree
please give reasons based on Quran and Hadith (life of prophet Muhammad PBUH) ... this is
not easy ... but essential dialogue if we are to reduce/eliminate divides. Thank you.
Weniger anzeigen
2 Tage

Gefällt mir

Rudolf Faix Everyone should recognize religion as something for what it was originally
intended. It has been the base which made the coexistence in a community without people
killing each other possible. In other words, it has been the first law.
The religious found out their own power over the people and modified the rules into their own
favor. For this reason you'll a lot of diﬀerent religions based on the same story is getting found
at the world. Weniger anzeigen
2 Tage
Zaheer Mirza Discussing behaviour needs to be the starting point ... discussing if it is causing
significant adverse impact on others ... understanding the drivers for that behaviour ... as there
could be complex interaction of the tablet-age, ignorance, political agenda, etc. as well as
religious zeal.
So I urge discussions from behaviour end please.
Also we need to use words/tone that gets across the sincerity of wanting to be educated and
helping others with their education. Thanks. Weniger anzeigen
Gefällt mir nicht mehr

Sie

2 Tage

Zaheer Mirza What people believe in is their personal matter ... we should only talk about how
it impacts us ... we are not here to discuss merits of theologies and doctrines ... but rather the
actions of others that are making our lives unbearable and then understanding the root causes
of the behaviour. Please stay focused on that.
Gefällt mir

- Environment
- Geo-Political
- Religious/Cultural
The anger stemmed from the divides is palpable even
LI.

- These topics need to be addressed … Mehr anzeige
Gruppenregeln

Is the sentence that the Islam is a peaceful religion only a bad joke?

Gefällt mir

Various divides amongst us are making our earth more

2 Tage

Rudolf Faix @Zaheer Mirza, I stay focused on the root causes, but for this purpose you need to
know something about the sources too. For example one religion diﬀers to the Islam and
Christianity a lot, but it has also the same result in their teachings. It is the Buddhism. If you
compare this 3 religions than you'll see that you'll get the same result only on a diﬀerent way.

All are regulating the way how the people should life in their community. It shows that not one
of the ancient teachings is the only one truth like the leaders of the religions try to explain to
us. Weniger anzeigen
2 Tage
Zaheer Mirza Rudolf Faix ... I agree that a religion regulates "life" for its believers. All I am
saying is let's focus on the "life" and how it aﬀects others ... and not worry about other aspects
of the belief.
So what are the practices you see around you that:
1) you deem to be having an adverse impact on you or your loved ones?
2) you regard as a direct consequence of a particular doctrine?
This takes us forward ... we need to be specific. Weniger anzeigen
Gefällt mir

2 Tage

Rudolf Faix If you are moving to another country with another culture then you have to accept
the rules and law from this country. In such a case you have to integrate yourself into the
community and not the existing community has to change themselves into your favor. Your
traditions even be illegal in the country where you have been moving. So you have to inform
yourself before about that what is for you important and what is not important for you. The
freedom of religion ends at this point where it breaks the local state law. Weniger anzeigen
1 Tag
Rudolf Faix I'll give you an example from this week happened in Austria (Europe). Some
Muslims have rented a pasture and kept there 131 sheep. This week they started to slaughter
the sheep. People who have seen it called the police and the this Muslims ended up in jail. The
rule is very simple. In Europe have even animals rights and slaughtering in the Muslim tradition
is only allowed in a slaughterhouse and if a veterinary is present who gives anesthesia to the
sheep. If someone does not accept the law, then he will end up in jail and aᬀ舂er he has passed
his sentence he will get deported and get never again a residence permit in Europe. By the way
only 52 sheep have survived the massacre. Weniger anzeigen
1 Tag
Rudolf Faix Maqsood Ahmad (L.I.O.N), there is nowhere written that Muslims are Jihadists.
There is only written that there are Jihadists who are killing in the name of the Islam and one
Imam from Mecca is supporting them. If an important religious leader from the Muslims makes
such announcement then nobody will diﬀer between good and bad ones.
1 Tag
Zaheer Mirza Dear Maqsood Ahmad (L.I.O.N)
Thank you for views on outside influence ... Rudolf is using as reference Imam Abdurrahman
ibn Abdulaziz as-Sudais: "Oh Allah, give victory, honor, and power our brothers, the jihadists in
Yemen, in Syria, in Iraq, around the world. Let them triumph over the treacherous Jews, the
malicious Christians and the unreliable hypocrites!"
Assuming this is what was said ...
I can understand the sentiment/emotion given the unimaginable pain being suﬀered in these
countries due to self-serving foreign policies of some countries.
But the general message of hate is extremely dangerous for impressionable minds and very
irresponsible for a very senior Imam. Do you agree?
Weniger anzeigen
Gefällt mir

1 Tag

Zaheer Mirza What do you think? Arshad Hameed Khan Dr. Mohammad Omar Farooq
laila Cuva Nazim Ali
Gefällt mir

1 Tag

Zaheer Mirza I urge calm discussion ... this is very sensitive topic and please only use words
that convey the argument ... and leave emotion out ... have this conversation in the spirit of
understanding others and helping them understand you. Please review the words/tone several
times before posting. Thank you.
Gefällt mir

1 Tag

Rudolf Faix Maqsood Ahmad (L.I.O.N), who do you think is more believable the Imam from the
large Mosque in Mecca, Abdurrahman ibn Abdulaziz as-Sudais, who said this words during a
live TV transmission or you with your opinion here?
1 Tag
Zaheer Mirza Let us focus on what was actually said by the Imam and what was meant by it

Gefällt mir

1 Tag

Nazim Ali though I usually refrain myself the posts and commenting in this group but as
Zaheer Mirza has named me so its my responsibility to respond about this .. first of all I would
like to as Mr. Rudolf Faix about a few words he used... wahabbism..? what exactly wahabbism
means about and how it was originated..? how wahabbism is associated with the roots of
‘house of saud' ..? what the term jihadi, jihad means in comprehensive way..? what is the
context of particular phrase in which the word used by imam in a prayer during such
communal gathering..?
please answer me these few questions and then I will start explaining it... Weniger anzeigen
Gefällt mir

1 Tag

Rudolf Faix Zaheer Mirza, that will be the best way. I have only translated the content from an
Austrian newspaper with a good historic reputation (existed already when I have been a child)
from German to English. I have even verified the translation with the help from Google and
Bing translator. The source gets found at http://www.krone.at/welt/lass-dschihadistenboesartige-christen-besiegen-imam-hetzt-in-mekka-story-529868 Weniger anzeigen
1 Tag
Zaheer Mirza Thank you, Nazim Ali ... for the calm and useful response ... Rudolf, please keep
your response equally calm and useful ... 300 of us in the group are potentially learning from
this exchange ... I know I am ... thank you
Gefällt mir

1 Tag

Zaheer Mirza Thank you Maqsood Ahmad (L.I.O.N) ... I appreciate the calmness and the
constructive dialogue
Gefällt mir

1 Tag

Zaheer Mirza Saad Mehmood Siddiqui
Gefällt mir

1 Tag

Zaheer Mirza laila Cuva
Gefällt mir

1 Tag

Rudolf Faix Maqsood Ahmad (L.I.O.N), it is not about me and what I understand about Jihad. If
you like to change the reputation about the Islam then is important what the crowd outside
the Muslim countries is understanding about it. Don't forget that bad news are riding faster
than an airplane and good news take a ride at a snail. With definitions and misinterpretations
you'll not able to change something if a a word has already a negative broadcast.
Don't forget that the same Imam had December last year the idea to tell everybody that the
Daesh is a part of the Israel army. Weniger anzeigen
1 Tag
Zaheer Mirza Samira Zuchouwski
Gefällt mir

1 Tag

Zaheer Mirza Rudolf Faix ... let's stay focused on what Imam said as per your post and keep the
scope narrow ... please give your views on the questions posed by Nazim and Maqsood ... this
way we will make progress as we long as we conduct the dialogue with respect ... by all means
bring in others to the conversation if they can manage to deal with this very complex and
sensitive topic with cool head Weniger anzeigen
Gefällt mir

1 Tag

Arshad Hameed Khan A Muslim is someone who does not harm his fellow humans with his
words or deeds . A Muslim is also someone who will wish for others what he wishes for himself .
In the last few decades we see that the name of Islam has been used to wage wars . Such wars r
not jihad . There is a conceptual problem with Muslims where we think it's compulsory for me
to hate Christians in general and Jews in particular . It's this philosophy which is the root cause
of many conflicts Weniger anzeigen
Gefällt mir

1 Tag

Nazim Ali well aᬀ舂er reading a blurry and staggering response from the person claiming that
imam invoked jihadist and prayer for them.... I m done.... because you are also inspired by the
similar problem of relying in media though urging others to deny that.... next time before
raising a question please take a thorough look on the things you going to post...
Weniger anzeigen
Gefällt mir

1 Tag

Zaheer Mirza Dear Maqsood Ahmad (L.I.O.N) ... I made a similar request to
Dr. Mohammad Omar Farooq ... referring to books and long articles is good ... but it breaks the

flow and visibility of the conversation ... kindly summarise the key points from the book that
are relevant to this exchange ... thank you in advance as I am requesting a lot from you. This is
a great opportunity to break down some misunderstandings/misinterpretations. This dialogue
will be there for new members as and when they join. Thank you. Weniger anzeigen
Gefällt mir

1 Tag

Rudolf Faix Zaheer Mirza, it is not our job here to interpret the content in a diﬀerent way.
These sentences getting found in the international press and are making a negative promotion
about the Islam. We should discuss how you can under such circumstances build up a
community which is working against such negative promotion. How to go on distance to such
ideas and how to give your religion a better image. Weniger anzeigen
1 Tag
Zaheer Mirza Dear Rudolf Faix ... There is not much room for misinterpretation regarding the
potential grave intended and unintended consequences of such generalised words. We need to
understand the motive and the intent - we need to see and condemn the root causes that fuel
such words - only then moderate Muslims will condemn use of such inflammatory
words/actions (even in this mini united nations that we have here). The audience of those
words are all Muslims who are celebrating Eid whilst being very sad at the immense suﬀering
of other Muslims. In my view the building of bridge amongst moderates needs to start from
both ends of the divide. Western non-Muslim moderates need to realise that innocent Muslims
are suﬀering due to foreign policies of their governments + with that support, Muslim
moderates need to realise that reacting in non-Islamic manner is not the solution and
condemn all such words and actions. Weniger anzeigen
Gefällt mir

1 Tag

Rudolf Faix Maqsood Ahmad (L.I.O.N), you have found the right point. I think too that it is the
only way to work against the existing negative image. Teach and educate the people in the way
you have described and the hate preacher will see that they are losing their followers.
1 Tag
Zaheer Mirza Nazim Ali ... my friend ... the world (little ignorant me included) needs to learn
and we will make statements and ask questions that are inappropriate or not worded properly
.. but the teachers need to stay focused on educating ... keep on spreading knowledge ... so
please stay with us and through the engagement we will help create better understanding
amongst our mini united nations at least.
Please give us your view of what was actually said, what drove the words, and what was the
outcome intended.
In context of what Arshad and Maqsood have said clearly, it seems that the Imam should have
been more focused in his statement. Right? Weniger anzeigen
Gefällt mir

1 Tag

Rudolf Faix Zaheer Mirza, if you never set the first stone of a building you'll never get a house.
Even if only a few people are following at the beginning of a good way then others will follow
your way more. You only need to make a start. It will be a long and hard way. Mohammed,
Jesus, Buddha, etc. have collected their followers one by one at the beginning too. Changes
are taking time and you need to have a lot of patience. It is never to late to start making
something better. Weniger anzeigen
1 Tag
Zaheer Mirza Dear Rudolf Faix ... with respect to stones to build bridges ... Maqsood and
Arshad have laid the stones from one end ... now I humbly request you to lay some stones from
the other end ... please start a post condemning self-serving foreign policies of western states
... given the impact these policies have had on lives of innocent Muslims in a number of
countries. Weniger anzeigen
Gefällt mir

1 Tag

Nazim Ali Zaheer Mirza trust me I would've love to express my views on this subject but if I
express it will shock many... why..? because two three years ago Saudi government has issued
summon and called imam due to his sermon.. would you believe if I say that his words were
actually against his government...? further he didn't used blanket term for other religions but
he clearly said...treacherous jews and same thing malicious Christian.... did he said ' Jews and
Christians'...??? who is fighting in Yemen...? and what causes the civil war in Syria...? even what
is happening in Saudi itself behind doors... who knows..??? Weniger anzeigen
Gefällt mir

1 Tag

Rudolf Faix Zaheer Mirza, I'm an Austrian citizen and Austria, located at the center of Europe,
has been all the time a melting point of nations. From this site I have no problem with other
views or religious beliefs. At the begin of the 80ths I have been working together with a guy
coming from Iran. We have become friends and met each other private too. Since around 25
years one of my best friends has his sources in India, he is running a tailor shop in Thailand. I

even don't know his religious beliefs. I have a friend living in Latvia too. His source is from
Russia. We respect each other and speak open about that what we like and what not. The
same is valid for my Philippino friends, what I met since I'm living at the Philippines. Maybe for
these reasons I'm not really a good example about racism. Weniger anzeigen
1 Tag
Dr. Mohammad Omar Farooq Salam (peace) and greetings.
There are those who want to present Islam as a "religion of peace" and those who want to
present or view Islam as a "religion of violence". Any such labeling is reductionist and is not
very helpful to understand and assess Islam. For a long articulation, I wrote an article "Toward
Understanding Muhammad: Some Issues in Peace and Violence" [downloadable from
http://ssrn.com/abstract=1760004]. However, I have been informed that many readers might
not be inclined to read long articles, and therefore I am going to try to address the matter in
short comments, but sequenced for referencing for follow up comments. Weniger anzeigen
Gefällt mir

1 Tag

Dr. Mohammad Omar Farooq 1. Mr. Faix's concern is somewhat valid. Such statements coming
from a top scholar during the largest annual Muslim gathering is to have impact, and therefore
cannot be dismissed so easily. However, there are a few things to keep in mind.
a. Saudi Arabia, as a country, emerged as part of the pact between Wahabi obscurantism and
the colonial machinations. One should not expect proper representation or reflection of Islam
in the Kingdom. Indeed, for anyone who wants to know and understand Islam, including in
contemporary context, should take this as a default what the practices (except rituals) and
views observed in and coming from this Kingdom is just the opposite to what Islam teaches.
Weniger anzeigen
Gefällt mir

1 Tag

Dr. Mohammad Omar Farooq b. How can we then explain such views from top scholars like alSudais? Well, in most respects these scholars are vanguards of extremist Islamic persuasion.
However, their understanding being extremist and obscurantist does not mean that most of
them act on their understanding. Responding to the global dynamics and powerplays that
have both external and internal dimension, some fringe groups do act on extremist views and
rhetoric. That's why it is not enough to condemn those who act, but Muslims also need to be
careful and vigilant about those within the Muslim world who lack the balance Islam demands.
Weniger anzeigen
Gefällt mir

1 Tag

Dr. Mohammad Omar Farooq c. There is also a confusion between extremism leading to
terrorism and the struggle of those who are seeking to bring about changes in their societies,
whether that involves removing internal tyranny or foreign intervention. Unfortunately, when
scholars like al-Sudais speak, they narrowly articulate views that reflect the Kingdom's oﬀicial
line. Thus, when he is referring to Jihadists in Yemen, Syria and Iraq, he is addressing in terms
of the faultline between Saudi Arabia and Iran, where Saudi backed forces have locked horn
against Iran backed or supported forces. This is really not a principled position to bring peace
and justice in those regions. Instead, here the prayer is for the victory of the side that Al-Sudais
identifies with according to the Kingdom's oﬀicial line. Weniger anzeigen
Gefällt mir

1 Tag

Rudolf Faix Zaheer Mirza, I'll give you an example about my friendship with the guy from Iran.
As we have been working together on a project for a big Austrian Bank, we got invited from our
customer to a famous restaurant in Vienna. As I have known what the special food there is and
Muslim normally not drinking alcohol or eating pork meat, I have called the restaurant and
asked them for a solution of my problem. They have confirmed me that they have some other
food too, what Muslims are allowed to eat. I forwarded the invitation together with the
information to my colleague. He accepted and we have been going a few days later to the
meeting with the customer. It got shown that I even have worried about his religious beliefs
more than he by himself. Weniger anzeigen
1 Tag
Dr. Mohammad Omar Farooq d. It is important that the term Jihad is properly understood and
used by all sides. I have not heard the khutbah directly. But where the translation "Jihadists" is
being used, I presume al-Sudais used the term "Mujahideen".
Jihad is to be understood as the full spectrum of human endeavor for making oneself and the
society better. Yes, sometimes it involves engagement in the battle field, but all such
engagements are subject to the Islamic rules and values of engagement. Such rules include
non-aggression, striving to seek peace and find ways to avoid conflict, and even in the battle
field actions must not harm the non-combatants, etc. (Due to shortage of space, the answer
cannot be comprehensive here).
What we are seeing today as Jihadists, these are groups who are oᬀ舂en vigilantes that are
targeting civilians or non-combatants, which is contrary to Islam. Weniger anzeigen
Gefällt mir

1 Tag

Dr. Mohammad Omar Farooq 2. Coming back to the specific address of al-Sudais, for those
who really want to understand Islam need to know that throughout history acts have been
committed, things have been said and views have been expressed that are not consistent with
the teachings of the Qur'an and Muhammad. So, it does not really matter how important or
well-known or well-positioned a person is (e.g., al-Sudais), Muslims are dutybound not to
blindly accept or adhere to such views. Instead, they should always refer to the Qur'an and the
life of the prophet Muhammad for guiding principles.
There still would be gap between those guiding principles and how the adherents ultimately
act. That's an unfortunately reality. Weniger anzeigen
1 Tag

Gefällt mir

Dr. Mohammad Omar Farooq 3. Let me stop here for now. Based on follow up comments, we
can discuss further. Warm regards.
1 Tag

Gefällt mir

Rudolf Faix During the meeting I could not keep myself back and asked my colleague: "What
will Allah do if he see you drinking beer here?". I remember his answer very good. He said:
"Allah is far away and something better to do than observing me here".
If we have such a conversation in the same restaurant, the people from the neighbor tables will
start searching for bombs and we both will need go to the police station for a check. That is the
result of the terror coming in the name of the Islam. Weniger anzeigen
1 Tag
Zaheer Mirza Excellent contribution Dr. Mohammad Omar Farooq ... thank you for building on
the great words from Arshad Hameed Khan and Maqsood Ahmad (L.I.O.N) ... let me bring in
some other friends to this conversation and get their views.
1 Tag

Gefällt mir
Zaheer Mirza Annette Lewycky
Tiﬀany Ann Beverlin
Kimberli Smith
Brooke Alexander, D.O.

1 Tag

Gefällt mir
Zaheer Mirza Robert Bennett
Robyn Fendall
Kate (TheKatWolfe) Wolfe "You're 3m away from a better biz"
Amal A. Nagammy
Ahmet S Yayla, Ph.D.
Mahboobali Mohamedraza

1 Tag

Gefällt mir

Rudolf Faix Don't forget that during the start of the escape from the Syrian refugees the
German chancellor Merkel decided to help where ever it is possible to help. The refugees got
welcomed. A lot of crimes from the refugees happened, a lot of women got raped from the
refugees and the result is that it looks like that Merkel has no chance to get elected again. Her
politician party has lost a lot during the last elections for the favor of nationalistic parties.
Weniger anzeigen
1 Tag

1
Zaheer Mirza Mirjam van den Bosch
Robert San Miguel / Vasquez

1 Tag

Gefällt mir
Zaheer Mirza Janet Innes-Kirkwood
James Craven
farzana saleem
David Proud
Dave Aubin
Gefällt mir

1

1 Tag

Zaheer Mirza Dear Rudolf Faix ... why are there refugees in the first place? Could Germany,
other European countries or US done something to stop this from happening? Were some of
these governments partly responsible to create this situation?
We need to stop addressing symptoms ... we need to go to root causes. What roles did various
governments play to stop people becoming homeless?
These refugees were living in environments very diﬀerent to what they have found themselves
in post migrating to Europe. It does not take a scientist to conclude that you can't expect very
controlled people to find complete freedom and have no negative consequences.

This is similar to another simple reality that so many seem unable to comprehend - you can't
eliminate terrorism by war. We all have seen the picture of the child who was dragged from the
rubble - what will he become?
Any comments on comments made by Dr. Mohammad Omar Farooq? He made a lot of eﬀort to
answer the original question. Weniger anzeigen
1 Tag

Gefällt mir

Žarko Stevovic Mitologija, Religion, Theology, Confession of faith, Tradition, Custom: Strongly
sensible theme, indispensably prudence comentary.
1 Tag

Gefällt mir

Dave Aubin Thank you for the opportunity to weigh in. I am new to this, before i only listened
to what was available. I will admit that it has been a challenge to understand. I have asked and
have recieved some insight from friends on this site that are helping me. To understand i found
that i had to remove all preconceived thought and start over. Here is what i found to date.
That we are all just human beings. We all have basic needs to live. Human beings who have
been abused and/or marginalized will feel and react in a simular way. Here we have many
Religions, too many to count, but each retreats to their own group and basically operate and
live together but yet isolate themselves as they believe only they know the real truth. I think i
do not care that they behave this way as long as they are not harming anyone else. Should
they choose to fight among themselves, so be it. I will just watch as i have no interest. My
interest is only that all people are the same and i do not condone... Weniger anzeigen
Gefällt mir nicht mehr

Sie + 1

1 Tag

Dave Aubin Mistreatment of anyone. Any animal will fight if cornered and feel threatened. I do
not expect any less from Human.
The question for me is that at what point did we begin to seperate and believe that we were
above nature or could control nature. To understand our mental limits. To move forward we
must look in the mirror and ask ourselves some very serious questions. If we were created in
her or their image than we must work to prove that we are worthy. To date we have failed. And
that is the ultimate challenge. She is not going to help us. She expects us to use the giᬀ舂 she
gave us to rise above the primitive. To date we have proved that we have the power to destroy
ourselves. Hardly a step in the right direction. Weniger anzeigen
Gefällt mir nicht mehr

Sie + 1

1 Tag

Rudolf Faix It is every time easy to try to make someone guilty for some reason by finding a
few arguments. You'll find an incomplete list of Islamic terror attacks at
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_Islamist_terrorist_attacks
These list there starts 1983. I have been at this time 23 years old. I think that some which are
commenting here have been little kids or even not been planned at this time. So you have to
take a look in history to find results. The war against terror has been starting in the early 80ths
and not with any conflict in the last years. Weniger anzeigen
1 Tag
Robert San Miguel / Vasquez This is nonsense ! Islam isn't the culprit. The true catalyst to all
world conflicts are the fake lying Ashkenazi Jews. The real imposters. They love to cause "
social disorder ".
Gefällt mir

1 Tag

Robert San Miguel / Vasquez These f kers are the filthiest of all in humanity.
http://www.biblebelievers.org.au/expelled.htm
Why ? Because they love to cause " social disorder " then they get the boot ... But now with
them stealing / occupying a state they are centralized to cause havoc across the Middle East
like a wolf in sheep clothing. Isis is Israel ... Israel is Isis. Weniger anzeigen
Gefällt mir

1 Tag

Rudolf Faix Robert San Miguel / Vasquez, do you really think that the Jews will destroy their
own property for making some Muslims to victims? They have other methods to destroy a
country. Don't forget that money rules the world and think about it who is owning the money.
If the Jews would remove their money from any country (including the U.S.) the country will
run into bankruptcy. Weniger anzeigen
1 Tag
Robert San Miguel / Vasquez The world is blind or easily mislead by pure propaganda .... The
Hebrew Jews leᬀ舂 dark skinned from Israel and now returned " white " ! Really world wake up !
Speak up ! Stop this nonsense of " white washing " history.
Gefällt mir

1 Tag

Rudolf Faix Robert San Miguel / Vasquez, that makes no diﬀerence which color their skin had.
You need only to take a look how WW2 has developed and to think about it why Hitler never
attacked Switzerland. Switzerland is really a very small country in Europe, but has not been
involved in the war. Which reason could it be?
1 Tag
Robert San Miguel / Vasquez We have more than enough American wealth to have them
removed its their venom of fangs are biting into all other countries ! They are vile... the children
of Satan " their father is the King of lies and deceit.
1 Tag

Gefällt mir

Robert San Miguel / Vasquez The Jews declared war on Germany ! Not Germany declaring war
! They lived in Germany and wanted to conquer! Hitler saw it growing up so yes it was his
personal mission to rid those vile people oﬀ the earth ! And skin color is the racism all
humanity is taught daily. It makes a huge diﬀerence! It's called being an impersonator to
deceive the world with their bs " emotional ideology " of nonsense main stream media
propaganda. Weniger anzeigen
1 Tag

Gefällt mir
Rudolf Faix Robert San Miguel / Vasquez, hate is never a good advisor.

1 Tag
Robert San Miguel / Vasquez John 8:44
You belong to your father, the devil, and you want to carry out your father's desires. He was a
murderer from the beginning, not holding to the truth, for there is no truth in him. When he
lies, he speaks his native language, for he is a liar and the father of lies.

And the truth isn't hate ..its those that hate the truth that are in denial Weniger anzeigen
1 Tag

Gefällt mir
Robert San Miguel / Vasquez The end of humanity is in Revelations and guess who is the
culprit causing " social disorder "

Revelation 2:9
I know your aﬀlictions and your poverty--yet you are rich! I know about the slander of those
who say they are Jews and are not, but are a synagogue of Satan.
Revelation 3:9
I will make those who are of the synagogue of Satan, who claim to be Jews though they are
not, but are liars--I will make them come and fall down at your feet and acknowledge that I
have loved you.
Even in the Quran they are the evil ones ! Sorry it's in all the holy books of the vile ones in
humanity the great imposters of lies and deceit. Weniger anzeigen
1 Tag

Gefällt mir

Rudolf Faix Robert San Miguel / Vasquez, you need to know first the truth before you are able
to find out the lie and who is a liar. Don't forget that politics is a very dirty business. In a case
you'll never find only one guilty one. The world and the truth is not so easy like black and white
like some people are dreaming about.
1 Tag
Zaheer Mirza Robert San Miguel / Vasquez ... please express yourself without insulting anyone
... be specific about what you believe the facts to be ... but please do so without letting
emotion take over. Thank you. you are a veteran I believe - you have served USA - fought in
middle east wars - so you have knowledge and experience the rest of us don't ... please impart
it factually without emotion and insults. Weniger anzeigen
Gefällt mir

1

1 Tag

Robert San Miguel / Vasquez Rudolf Faix bro I didn't kill Jesus or any of the holy prophets .....
But I can tell you who did and show you through the Torah Old and New Testament or even the
Quran.
Ponder ᾑ
Jesus = Muslims love and recognized Jesus as a holy prophet and await his return to bring to
the world
Christians love Jesus.
Yet those others well they curse Jesus and all that he stood for and stands for.
Weniger anzeigen

Gefällt mir

1 Tag

Robert San Miguel / Vasquez The truth isn't an insult brother ! I love God ! God knows what's
in my heart I refuse to conform what others deem correct in society. God lives through me so I
will always do my best in speaking and seeking the truth. Zaheer Mirza zero emotions from me
brother other than the love instilled by God on speaking the truth.
1 Tag

Gefällt mir

Rudolf Faix Robert San Miguel / Vasquez, some people have nothing else than their religion. If
you take away their last thing what they have then you'll destroy their live. That is not a
discussion about religion. That is a discussion how can get the view from people all over the
world improved and remove the negative image from one special religion. That cannot get
done by comparing and attacking others. For this purpose you'll need open minded people.
You even cannot attack people in Europe with their religion. The churches in Europe are empty.
You'll find only a handful old women inside a church. Weniger anzeigen
1 Tag
Robert San Miguel / Vasquez Rudolf Faix the holy books are not a lie but they do tell of the "
great liars in humanity "
1 Tag

Gefällt mir

Robert San Miguel / Vasquez 99 percent of Islam is super peaceful and that other 1 percent
that are bad are driven by those that cause the social disorder. The world the UN has displaced
thousands and thousands of people from the regions of the Middle East so yes cultures will
clash but it's all premeditated pre-orchestrated by those occupying Israel ! Weniger anzeigen
1 Tag

Gefällt mir

Robert San Miguel / Vasquez Religions are man made up first of all. That's the issue for those
practicing organized religions. Islam and Christianity are not religions ! ..it's a way of life not
what the main stream media ( idiot box / tv ) feeds the masses to indoctrinate.
Gefällt mir nicht mehr

Sie

1 Tag

Rudolf Faix Robert San Miguel / Vasquez, you say it by yourself that you did not kill Jesus. For
the case if you are a Christ why are you believing that what the church teaches you? Are
believing in this case about the original sin too? Or is it not only a catch that the people are
producing new followers for their religion?
1 Tag
Robert San Miguel / Vasquez Rudolf Faix who caused the displacement of those Muslims in
Europe ? Of course there will be huge cultures clashed they knew that when they caused the
displacements !
1 Tag

Gefällt mir

Robert San Miguel / Vasquez I don't believe anything churches teach ! I believe in God not the
rubbish that is taught by cherry picking the holy books whether it be the Torah Quran or the
Old / New Testament. God has no religion or race ... Humanity makes up stuﬀ daily for their
very own purpose and agenda. Sects of religions
Gefällt mir nicht mehr

Sie

1 Tag

Rudolf Faix Robert San Miguel / Vasquez, do you like to tell me now that the Islam is so
peaceful that they even not taking action against the terrorists from their own lines? Or are the
terrorists only an invention from the Western World? Or do you like to tell that 99% are not able
to stop the remaining 1% against their own religion?
Maybe you take a look at the problems between the Iran and Saudi Arabia, where the pilgrims
are not allowed to participate at the Hajj. Do you have some explanation or excuses for this
too? Weniger anzeigen
1 Tag
Rudolf Faix Robert San Miguel / Vasquez, why do you think that Europe has closed already the
borders? Because the people who are promoting the Islam are so peaceful, without crime and
are only praying?
1 Tag
Rudolf Faix Robert San Miguel / Vasquez, which are Islamic war do you mean by replacement
of the Muslim from Europe? Between 1423 and 1878 had happened 10 unsuccessful wars
initiated from the peaceful Muslims against Europe. Sorry that Europe did not welcome them.
1 Tag
Zaheer Mirza Please please please ....
Gefällt mir

1

1 Tag

Robert San Miguel / Vasquez I lived for over 10 years of my life serving my country over in the
Middle East and when I say I lived .. I adapted to their culture I walked amongst them and even
pray with them. Do not believe what you read or see fed through main stream media
Gefällt mir

2

1 Tag

Zaheer Mirza We are here to not to discuss religions - but the behaviours of people that impact
others in a negative manner. For those behaviours we need to understand the drivers. Please
stay focused on that. This is the only reason this particular thread was acceptable, as there was
implication that Imam's words might cause some impressionable minds to do irresponsible
acts. The role of foreign policies of western governments can be argued to be a driver for
refugees and creation of terrorists. What drives those foreign policies is also worth studying.
But all of it needs to be educational and respectful ... please. Weniger anzeigen
1 Tag

Gefällt mir

Robert San Miguel / Vasquez Rudolf Faix heading to play golf I'll catch up with you later. Have
a blessed day
1 Tag

Gefällt mir
Zaheer Mirza Robert, tell us about your experience as it is valuable for group members to
understand the elements in middle east at which these wars were aimed at. DId these get
nearly destroyed or still exist? I guess same conclusion might well hold for Afghanistan.

1 Tag

Gefällt mir

Rudolf Faix Robert San Miguel / Vasquez, if you have served in Middle East than it has been a
reason for it. Whatever it has been. Don't forget that you find in each country good and bad
people. Other are knowing the world too and are maybe even knowing more diﬀerent cultures.
Nobody is using millions of dollars every day for dropping bombs to innocent people. So don't
speak about main stream media only for the reason that you had made good experience at
one place of the world. Other may have seen a diﬀerent picture of the world.
I even know how U.S. seamen are acting when they are reaching Thailand. That is not really a
fun for the local people and tourists. Weniger anzeigen
1 Tag
Rudolf Faix Robert San Miguel / Vasquez, as my location are actual the Philippines, I'll got to
bed too. You can catch me up tomorrow again.
1 Tag
Annette Lewycky Only to the uneducated Zaheer
Gefällt mir

1

1 Tag

Arshad Hameed Khan Rudolf Faix . Islam is a religion of peace is not a bad joke. But yes u can
say there r many Muslims who r making a joke of Islam . Religion is a big problem when I wish
to speak to u as a human . Every religion at some point will not answer a question whereas a
question demands answer . Religions have also become a sort of business so it's best to keep
religion out of equations . Those who commit crimes r criminals so let's deal with criminals like
we should be . They take shelter of Islam and draw their strenght from religion they recruit in
the name of Islam so it's not wise to give them shelter of religion rather they must be denied
that strength Weniger anzeigen
Gefällt mir

2

1 Tag

Dr. Mohammad Omar Farooq Salam (peace), Mr. Aubin.
You have added a few important dimensions to this discussion. Let me identify and
acknowledge those.
a. Preconceive notions: We all (me included) grow up and have preconceived notions. In
seeking truth or understanding, we need to be conscious of our own preconceived notions.
This requires self-criticism and it should begin with what we ourselves have as preconceived
notions. [Part 1 of 4]
Weniger anzeigen
Gefällt mir

2

1 Tag

Dr. Mohammad Omar Farooq b. Our human nature:
Yes, we do have basic needs and at the human level we have remarkable similarity in feeling
and reacting under similar circumstances. However, when we evaluate others, we use double
standard. Consider, for example, what the Zionists did against the British when they were
seeking to establish their own state of Israel, which they demanded that it must be in
Palestine. They were oﬀicially listed as “terrorists”. Jews (as well as others) were done grievous
wrongs during the Nazi era and especially in the holocaust. Today those who are dispossessed
in Palestine are the terrorists, including the unarmed civilians, and they are receiving like what
the Jews received from the Nazis. It does not have to be this way. For further illumination,
please read a brief article: “Israel, Bike and Our Moral Choice”

[https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/israel-bike-our-moral-choice-dr-mohammad-omar-farooq?
trk=mp-author-card] [Part 2 of 4] Weniger anzeigen
Gefällt mir

2

1 Tag

Dr. Mohammad Omar Farooq c. Baseline attitude:
“i do not care that they behave this way as long as they are not harming anyone else.” This is
very important. Others can refer to their own sources: For Muslims, there is an essential
normative principle as stated in the Qur’an: “Let there be no hostility except those who
practice oppression/injustice (zulm).” [2:193] As a Muslim I can’t have any hostility against
anyone, whether Jew, Christian, animist, atheist, or communist. I would of course have
problem with even Muslims if they practice oppression. Unfortunately, many Muslims do not
succeed in upholding this baseline principle of universal relevance. [Part 3 of 4]
Weniger anzeigen
Gefällt mir

2

1 Tag

Dr. Mohammad Omar Farooq d. One humanity:
As human beings we seem to be parochial by nature and are unable to think at the level of
humanity and connect with the humanity. The way we cling to, defend, and stand up for our
narrowly defined group (e.g., family, nation, ethnicity, organizations), we are unable to do the
same at the level of humanity. If we could, if Jews and Palestinians could see each other as one
family – humanity – the world will be quite diﬀerent. If the colonizers could see the colonized
as part of the same family, the history would have been diﬀerent. The Qur’an provides another
value – humanity orientation, as it reminds the Muslims that they are “created for the
humanity” [3:110]. Unfortunately, this vision of serving and being a model for the humanity
has not taken the kind of root the Qur’an expects. We need to have a sense of belonging to and
serving the humanity, than dominating it.
WARM REGARDS. Weniger anzeigen
Gefällt mir

2

1 Tag

Dave Aubin I like your comment Arshad.
1 Tag

Gefällt mir

Roberta Cometti I refuse to think any religion can teach and admit crimes, evil and hate! There
are persons using religion to push other poor persons, with no life oppotunities, to hate and
kill other people. They promise them for power, money and happy life which is a big lie!!!!
Gefällt mir

2

1 Tag

Dave Aubin Thank you Dr. point well taken. Warm Regards to you as well.
1 Tag

Gefällt mir

Dave Aubin Dr. Mohammad Omar Farooq Thank you for taking the time to respond and your
words were well taken. WARM REGARDS TO YOU AS WELL.
Gefällt mir

1

1 Tag

Arshad Hameed Khan Dave Aubin thnx
Gefällt mir

1

1 Tag

Kimberli Smith I think RELIGION has destroyed "us" on so many levels:) If you look back in
history, Christians have killed for centuries. If you think about it.....Many people chose to
ignore this fact. On a diﬀerent page, we have people who claim to be Muslim and they have put
a bad taste in our mouth for many reasons-First, the 9-11 Tragedy was the beginning of a War
that never seems to end. Second, the media doesn't always get the story straight and we are
only given PART OF THE STORY. I don't know....I have so many mixed emotions on this subject.
What I do know is this: we have so many "good" and "bad" people from all walks of religion. I
guess is up to all of us in order to find common ground and work together for the betterment of
all humanity. We may not agree on politcs or religion-; however, we can begin to RESPECT our
diﬀerences and work together. Until this happens, we will continue to have WAR at the hands
of Politics/Religion.
Like it or not, that is the truth!
Most important fact: Palestinians are being mistreated and they deserve to be treated with
respect!
So, to answer the question.......Although I am not Muslim, I feel that Islam is not a joke. I guess I
am beginning to see the big picture as far as religion/politics Weniger anzeigen
Gefällt mir

1 Tag

Kimberli Smith Is concerned
Gefällt mir

1 Tag

Rachid Baghdadi When we talk about a very important subject such as this, we should
diﬀerentiate between religion and the religious phenomenon, between religion and men
religious, religion is the speech of God to man, means peace absolute, absolute security,
happiness absolute ... Islam mandates Order in the best manner and incites peace and order

the pardon, tolerance and forbids abuse of any kind against anyone, even an atheist, and
recommend to the people of the book / Jews and Christians /, then ... the main themes that
underpin all the concepts of peace and peaceful coexistence are available in Islam, but when
intervene policy inevitably some things are changing.
Zionist ideology accuse each person appeal against the Zionism as anti-Semitic, and the Arabs
also learn ethnically-Semitism, does that mean they're disguising their origin? This is similar to
that of hyperbole in all religions, is best not to take it. Weniger anzeigen
Gefällt mir

1 Tag

Arshad Hameed Khan Kimberli Smith. Religion has not destroyed us ' there r people or groups
who misuse religion . Religion was given to us by Prophets. Their teachings were divine and
correct . But there r many people who cannot follow those teachings or it's not in their
economic interest to go by the religion so they distort the religion . Moses AS , Jesus AS or
Mohammad AS , they all brought the same message from the creator . Each one conforming to
the teachings of other . The problem is with us and not religion .
P.S . I respect ur views Weniger anzeigen
Gefällt mir

1 Tag

Rudolf Faix Each religion had his black time. Where the preachers animated the crowd to kill
other believers, burn books, etc. Thank God that this time is over in the Western World, the
right of freedom get found in each constitution and the religion has no power over the people.
The Muslim leaders have still their power over the crowd and these leaders don't know the
meaning of the word freedom. As long as leaders as the Saudi Grand Muᬀ舂i Abdul-Aziz alShaykh have some power over the people there will never be peace between the Muslim world
and other countries. Such people like Abdul-Aziz al-Shaykh are getting called religious fanatics.
Something like it gets found in the following link has happened a few hundred years ago in the
Christian world too.
http://awdnews.com/top-news/the-saudi-grand-muᬀ舂i-abdul-aziz-al-shaykh-orders-holybibles-and-christian-and-jewish-books-to-be-burned-say-reports1467893220
Weniger anzeigen
1

1 Tag

Rudolf Faix Everybody can see that the development of the Islam goes the same way as the
Christians. The diﬀerence is that the Christian world has already learned from their own
mistakes and why shall they make now some steps back in their own development? Only for
making some narrow-minded people happy? Giving such hate preachers more power over
their followers? Sorry, but I think that the Muslims need first to clean up in their own rows,
show that they are not coming with stone-age ideas and aᬀ舂erwards they can get taken serious
from others. Weniger anzeigen
1 Tag
Saad Mehmood Siddiqui Assalam o Alaikum to all (Assalam o Alaikum in Arabic means peace
be upon you)
IF AND ONLY IF the speech of Imam Sudais is to be considered as a hate speech then the first
thing that comes to mind is a saying that goes like if a Non Muslim commits crime he/she is
blamed but if a Muslim commits crime Islam is blamed.
then again why would the sentence Islam is a peaceful religion be considered a bad joke if
Islam condemns people who are treacherous, malicious and hypocrites? be it Christians, Jews
or Muslims. I am not aware of any religions that wouldn't condemn such people.
Weniger anzeigen
Gefällt mir

1 Tag

Saad Mehmood Siddiqui
And by the way who do you think Imam Sudais refers to as Hypocrites?. For your kind
Information he is referring to those MUSLIMS who say they are Muslims but do not act upon
the teachings of Islam.
there are two types of criticisms, positive & negative. positive criticism would be "I noticed that
we have had some trouble communicating lately. What can we do to improve this?" An
example of negative criticism is: "You haven't been communicating with me lately. What's your
problem?" Weniger anzeigen
Gefällt mir

1 Tag

Zaheer Mirza Dear Rudolf ... let's not overlook the role western foreign policies have played in
giving a platform to such Imams for delivering such messages ... root cause analysis is
important.
The Imam is talking to the hurt being felt for the terrible suﬀering in a number of Muslim
countries.
To understand the situation fully, let's also understand why the message landed.
I think building bridges between Muslim and Non-Muslim moderates will lead to challenging of

such generalised messages.
Our group can do so much in this area as a mini united nations role model.
In my humble opinion:
- Non-Muslim moderates need to acknowledge the hurt caused by western foreign policies,
and
- Muslim moderates must challenge the messages that can cause impressionable minds to
contemplate reprehensible actions. Weniger anzeigen
23 Std

Gefällt mir

Dr. Mohammad Omar Farooq Salam, Mr. Faix. If the Saudi Grand Muᬀ舂i made such a statement,
it is something to be deeply concerned. However, before we jump to conclusions, I opened the
link and visited the site. Quite interestingly, the "About" button is disabled. Even more
interesting is the fact I could not identify a single such report from any of the mainstream
media. If it was said, it would be a big news not to be picked up by others. For the credibility of
this report, it would be helpful if alternate sources from mainstream media is provided. Thanks
and warm regards. Weniger anzeigen
22 Std

Gefällt mir

Rudolf Faix Saad Mehmood Siddiqui, I think you need to diﬀer between a private person who
is committing crime. Such a person is a criminal.
A leader of a community is representing his community and if he is committing crime as his job
as leader from the community then the community is committing crime.
You can replace community by whatever you like (country, state, religion, group, etc.)
Weniger anzeigen
22 Std
Rudolf Faix Zaheer Mirza, the past has created the picture about the Islam, the terrorists are
confirming this picture and remembers about the own history from the Christs. The only action
what will help now is to convert the negative impressions, which are fitting logical together,
into a positive views. That will be the hardest work. You need to make such people like Sheikh
Abdul Aziz bin Abdullah unbelievable and convince his followers. You need only use the search
engines and you'll find enough facts where he is proven wrong in his statements.
Weniger anzeigen
21 Std
Rudolf Faix Zaheer Mirza, one of the fails has happened 1999 http://www.independent.co.uk/arts-entertainment/obituary-sheikh-abdul-aziz-bin-baz1093400.html:
Ironically, bin Laden's views are shared by groups at the other end of the political spectrum for
diﬀerent reasons; modernisers held bin Baz responsible for promoting views that prevent
Saudi Arabia from progressing into the 20th century. Taking a verse in the Koran literally rather
than symbolically, as is done by the majority of Muslim scholars, bin Baz in 1976 ruled that the
Earth was flat and that it was a great blasphemy to suggest otherwise. His critics oᬀ舂en dust oﬀ
this fatwa in their call for change in the conservative kingdom. Weniger anzeigen
21 Std
Rachid Baghdadi Rudolf Faix. This is your opinion, and your subject, but to exceed the limit to
try to impose on others, this is unacceptable, Sudais has been brought enriched uranium
against children and did not get caught an entire people for years did not send planes to
launch raids against schools and homes, did not make bombs, laser against his opponents, ...
world war did not announce twice claimed millions of lives ... maybe Sudais is the reason or
the Islam .... I think enough of this nonsense. Weniger anzeigen
Gefällt mir

1

21 Std

Zaheer Mirza Dear friends ... may I request a period of reflection on this please ... no more
comments please
Gefällt mir

1

21 Std

Zaheer Mirza Where we need to be diﬀerent here is also to ensure we spend as much time (if
not more) in listening and answering questions ... it is hard as we live in an age of wanting to
share .. let's be diﬀerent here ... so here is what I propose:
May I request for a volunteer please ... either someone involved in this discussion or not .. does
not matter ... what matters is a non-emotional good summary of key messages and
outstanding questions.
This will enable others not to read the whole thread + we will start a part 2 (new post) from this
base.
Ok? please "Like" if you are ok with this suggestion.
Any volunteer please? Thanks :) Weniger anzeigen

Gefällt mir

21 Std

1

Rudolf Faix Rachid Baghdadi, if you did not get it, I have only citation from the Independent
and I'm not responsible for the content of the Independent. So how can you be sure that it is
my opinion?
I show you here only how others are thinking about a religion with such leaders. You have the
choice to neglect the rest of he world or to be a part of changes. It is up to you and it is your
personal decision. Don't make others guilty for your leaders and for your own decision. We are
all living in a free world. Weniger anzeigen
20 Std
Rachid Baghdadi Mr. Mirza You are not in the event, unfortunately, the level, all of the
comments that touched the religion of Islam did nothing, and I am, of course, directed my
comment for this purpose, is now pleading to stop comments, unfair behavior, the better
rejection already the subject from the beginning. Note the comments his subject well, I think if
the topic touches your religion is never consented to it, I have nothing to do with this site from
now. Weniger anzeigen
Gefällt mir

20 Std

1

Zaheer Mirza Dear Rudolf Faix ... before we get to summarising and then carry on as per my
last comment, may I please request you to respond to last comment from
Dr. Mohammad Omar Farooq so that we can ensure we are all agreed on the words that Imam
used based on a credible source. Thank you.
20 Std

Gefällt mir

Arshad Hameed Khan Zaheer Mirza , isn't it a compulsion for Muslims to consider Jew and
Christians as enemies ??? It's like part of my faith . And if I say that I can be friend with Jews or
Christians then my faith can be questioned ??? How come ??? Who says ?? Why ???
19 Std

Gefällt mir

Rachid Baghdadi Rudolf Faix ,I do not even think I'm sure of it. Judaism is not Ariel Sharon,
and Christianity is not Adolf Hitler, that's my area of comparative religion.
Gefällt mir

19 Std

1

Rudolf Faix Zaheer Mirza, As everybody can read English content here, I have used as for my
source German newspapers to bring a better view about the reputation of the Islam in Europe.
As Austrian citizen is my mother tongue German and this content I have translated to English.
Here are some links:
http://www.krone.at/welt/lass-dschihadisten-boesartige-christen-besiegen-imam-hetzt-inmekka-story-529868
http://www.katholisches.info/2016/09/13/imam-der-heiligen-moschee-in-mekka-oh-allahschenk-den-dschihadisten-auf-der-ganzen-welt-den-sieg/
krone.at is an old reputable newspaper which existed already when I have been a child (pre
Internet time) Weniger anzeigen
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Rudolf Faix http://www.kritische-presseschau.com/single-post/2016/09/16/Hasspredigt-inMekka---%E2%80%9ELass-Dschihadisten-b%C3%B6sartige-Christen-besiegen%E2%80%9C
http://www.zukunᬀ舂-ch.ch/de/imam-betet-fuer-sieg-ueber-die-boesartigen-christen/
http://www.epochtimes.de/politik/welt/imam-schockt-mit-hetzpredigt-in-mekkadschihadisten-sollen-boesartige-christen-besiegen-a1935804.html
http://www.oe24.at/welt/Imam-Dschihadisten-sollen-boesartige-Christenbesiegen/251585087
http://www.haolam.de/artikel_26436.html Weniger anzeigen
18 Std
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Rudolf Faix All the links above are from the German speaking area of Europe (.at = Austria, .de
= Germany, .ch = Switzerland). I have verified my translation from German to English with the
services from Google and Bing translator for avoiding misinterpretations.
18 Std
Rudolf Faix Here a video from the Egypt TV: https://t.co/y1ik98yqWI
17 Std
Kimberli Smith Arshad- That is the problem.....every religion/people think that their religion is
superior. Why can't we respect our diﬀerences and be respectful? Good question:)
Gefällt mir nicht mehr

Sie

10 Std

Dr. Mohammad Omar Farooq Salam. I am somewhat disconcerted at the following comment
from Mr. Arshad: "isn't it a compulsion for Muslims to consider Jew and Christians as enemies
??? It's like part of my faith."

Does he really think that this is what Islam teaches?
Gefällt mir nicht mehr

Sie

10 Std

Raj Bharadwaj More than a bad joke if the alleged philosophy of Islam being a peaceful
religion as practiced by terrorists sends many innocent people to the graveyard.
Gefällt mir nicht mehr

Sie

6 Std

Pam ἴἳἴ Stofle ἴ ἳ ἴ It's a diﬀicult conversation. Period. I was raised to believe
the holy book of Islam says it is ok to kill infidel. Without anyone to ask, because separation
was the way in my neighborhood. It just stuck. Bring in media an… Mehr anzeigen
Gefällt mir nicht mehr

Sie + 1

6 Std

Arshad Hameed Khan Yes Dr Omar .Islam does not teach such things but our scholars do .
Gefällt mir nicht mehr

Sie

6 Std
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